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FADE IN:

EXT. RAILWAY STATION - DAWN.

December morning. Dim lights illuminate the darkness.

DUNKA - a little more than twenty years old, runs across the

platform, dragging her little bag of luggage on twisted

plastic wheels. is similar to the other girls

The white sharp noses of her heeled boots dig into the piles

of snow and quickly make their way across the platform.

The SOUND of luggage wheels and a girls BREATH, as the boots

jump onto the steel steps of the wagon right when the old

train begins to move.

Dunka has not fully shown herself yet - just her light hair

pinned in a ponytail and a gray trim hooded sweatshirt as

she tears through the corridor of the wagon, peering into

the following compartments.

Her hand eventually slides open a compartment door, flashing

silhouettes of passengers in the lightly packed compartment.

By the window, with brown hair tied in a ponytail and in a

hooded jacket - sits Dunka’s negative. ANKA (20’s).

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

You promised, you won’t go without

me!

ANKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

You said, you have no money!

Dunka falls into the seat next to Anka. We now see her whole

figure - in tight pants and a high riding coat exposing her

stomach to the top of her naval - a provincial beauty.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

That was yesterday ...

She reaches for the pack of cigarettes laying on the crooked

compartment counter, without moving her head out of the

seat, in spite of her full reach, she has to do an effort..

ANKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

Yesterday you weren’t a

smoker.
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DUNKA

(in Polish subtitles)

Yesterday I sold my amber.

Dunka gets up and aggressively slides down the train window

and sticks her head out. The momentum of the moist gray dawn

hits her in face like embers of a lit cigarette.

INT. KITCHEN IN DUNKA’S HOME - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

A light bulb surrounded by a meager light shade dangles on a

cable from the ceiling.

DUNKA’S FATHER, a strong man past his stage of youth, is

standing under the light. He is holding a fully grown seven

year old girl up to the light to show her a centuries old

butterfly trapped in a stone of amber.

FATHER

This is the ocean’s heart.

LITTLE DUNKA

What is a butterfly doing in there?

FATHER

The sea closed it in its heart, so

the storm wouldn’t ruin it.

LITTLE DUNKA

And you will set him free?

FATHER

When the time comes, it learns to

fly.

The shape of the amber is similar to the shape of a heart.

Shimmering in the light, a butterfly reveals all it’s

beauty.

ANKA (V.O.)

(in Polish, subtitles)

How could you sell your fathers

amber! If he were alive ....

BACK TO THE PRESENT
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INT. ESCALATOR INSIDE THE WARSAW CENTRAL TRAIN STATION - DAY

The girls are making their way up on an escalator to the lit

platform. Dunka one step above Anka.

She turns her head, looking down on the top of Anka’s head.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

If he were alive, he would do the

same, so I could leave!

INT. MAIN LOBBY IN THE WARSAW CENTRAL TRAIN STATION - SAME

Huge glass doors in the main lobby expose the snowy, lit up

city. It is now day, but neon lights, car lights, and even

street lights shine outside during the winter.

The girls make their way outside the station and stand on

the sidewalk, staring at the energetic landscape of the

city.

MATCH CUT

EXT. SIDEWALK OUTSIDE THE WARSAW CENTRAL TRAIN STATION SAME

The Marriot rises in the skyline like massive port cranes.

Big snowflakes fall on the girls staring faces.

ANKA

(in Polish. subtitles)

Wow .... almost like the "Queen

Elizabeth"!

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

The "Queen" is fifty two meters

tall with an extra ten underwater,

didn’t they teach you? This one

would have floated into space. It

has one hundred fifty meters to the

top.

Anka shrugs and looks around.

A taxi pulls up in front of them, squishing the snow and

slush underneath the tires.
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Dunka digs up a few small coins out her pants pocket and

shows them to Anka, gesturing with her head for her to throw

a few of her own in.

At that moment a smelly, weathered, old HOMELESS MAN appears

as if he grew out of the ground.

ANKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

Get out of here!

The Homeless Man hangs his head and keeps to himself.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

And the best way to the airport...?

The Homeless Man turns around.

Dunka extends her open hand to him with a few cents and a

five.

The money disappears into the hand of the Homeless Man in a

blink of an eye.

With a tilt of his head and a huge smile he shows a

yellow-red bus that just pulled up to the bus stop at the

station.

INT. AIRCRAFT OF A LOW BUDGET AIRLINE WARSAW. LONDON - DAY

Warm light fills the cabin as colorful lettering reminds not

to smoke and put on your seat belt.

The stewardess comes through the narrow walkway between the

seats of the passengers. Both sides two rows of seats are

filled.

The stewardess is about to pass Dunka, who is sitting by the

window with Anka next to her. She leans over and tightly

fastens their seat belts for them, clenching the belt.

CAPTAIN (V.O.)

The crew welcomes you on board our

line. We are pleased to announce

that the flight from Warsaw to

London will take two hours and

fifteen minutes. I remind you that

today is the fifteenth of December.

The temperature in Warsaw minus two

degrees. The temperature in London

is plus four degrees. Enjoy your

flight.
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As soon as the stewardess leaves, Dunka immediately frees

herself from oppressive seat belt buckle.

Anka crosses her heart and slips both hands in between her

seat.

Dunka leans towards the small window and stares at the

snowy, foggy airport as the plane moves.

INT. STANTSED AIRPORT ARRIVALS LOBBY. LONDON - LATER

The girls go through the door entering the arrivals lobby.

JOHNY, (20ies), a fat, beer drunk intermediary, not much

older than they are, is already waiting for them with a sign

that awkwardly says "HELL".

They immediately know that he is waiting for them, they

don’t even have to confirm.

Dunka walks up and pull the postcard from his hands.

DUNKA

Hel! Baltic! Poland! With one "l"!

JOHNY

I know nothing about it ...

He bursts out laughing, mocking, as if he knew something

more.

EXT. AIRPORT PARKING LOT - SAME.

A misty evening, sprinkling a cold, fine rain.

IN THE CAR

An old, low and cheesy Mazda with a CD deck where green, red

and yellow LEDs encourage to turn up the volume on the

bumping rhythm.

The girls sink into the rear seats.

Johny is behind the wheel, but he hasn’t stared the engine

yet. He hands to envelopes to the back, but when they reach

for them he pulls the envelopes back out of their reach.

JOHNY

Eight hundred euro, my ladies.
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Anka hands him her half retrieved from a plastic bag. She

receives her prize, the envelope.

Johny throws the money into the glove box.

Anka removes the contract out of the envelope. She solemnly

reads:

ANKA

Goodferry - Dover - Calais.

From her back pocket, Dunka extracts the new fifty euro

bills, and exchanges them for the envelope and a metal pen.

Sign them.



JOHNY



In the darkness, Dunka finds a place at the bottom of the

page and scribbles a zigzag on two pages and hands one to

John.

JOHNY

This signature just changed your

life, baby.

Smiling like a fat Mephisto.

Dunka puts her contract up to the window so that she can

read it and see the details.

DUNKA

"VIGOR"? Barcelona!

She angrily leans towards the front, wanting to give the

contract back.

DUNKA

This is a mistake. We were supposed

to go together!

The fan belt screams as Johnny turns the engine on. He plays

rapid paced trashy electro music through the speakers. The

stereo LEDs begin to dance as the car heads out of the

parking lot.

Dunka settles back into her seat and stares at Anka.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

So, BARCELONA!? Say something!

Anka gives her a silly little smile as she shrugs her

shoulders, as if that would make a difference.
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The Mazda passes the "WROTHAM HEAD" exit on highway "M26"

and approaches a huge gas station full of lights, trucks and

people.

Johny pulls up to the pump, turns off the engine. With the

music blaring you have to shout to make yourself heard.

JOHNY

Find a nice truck. Half of them go

to Barcelona.

He nods towards the resting rigs and gets out to refuel.

Dunka tries to find a foothold in Anka.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

We were supposed to make some big

money together!

ANKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

What do you care? You said it

doesn’t matter where or how.

Johny knocks on the thick closed window. His smile this time

is pressing and threatening. His voice bubbling.

JOHNY

Hurry up. 900 miles to travel.

Dunka does not even look at him. She smiles wryly to Anka.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

Maybe you come with me to Barcelona? On a truck?

ANKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

Chill out. Work is work. You’ll get

yours.

Johny finishes refueling and heads towards the cashier

station.

When he disappears between some cars, Dunka quickly opens

the glove box and pulls out her money. She throw Anka’s

money back with disgust.

DUNKA

(in Polish, subtitles)

I already have mine, bitch.
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She pulls out her small, battered suitcase and begins to

leave, but hesitates.

She turns back around and grabs the metal pen she used for

her contact. She plunges it several times into the screaming

CD player. The LED lights spark and the stereo goes silent

forever.

Dunka keeps her head up as she walks by Johny at the cashier

window and quickly makes a deal with the truck driver of a

massive big rig that has the word "WHATEVER" written on it.

Dunka dashes around the front of the truck and climbs the

stairs into the blue cab.

EXT. WHARF IN BARCELONA PORT - EARLY MORNING.

In a full sun, Dunks stands under the hull of an enormous

ship, surrounded by port workers, sailors and giant cranes

lifting crates.

Two laborers pass in front of Dunka, carrying a long yellow

pipe. Dunka pulls out the contract. The second laborer

carrying the pipe glances over his shoulder, without slowing

his pace.

With a movement of his head, he directs her towards a

building on top of the ship.

Dunka raises her head, looking at the monster in front of

her that now seems better than the Marriott.

The deck of the "VIGOR" is covered with rows of containers.

INT. MESS HALL ON BOARD "VIGOR" - DAY.

Filipinos, Spaniards, Serbs come to the mess hall and

immediately form a line, one behind the other, with steel

trays.

Dozens of the sailors eyes follow Dunka’s every movement.

The new woman is the new attraction of the male crew.

Apart from Dunka in the kitchen there is LI and LA - two

Asian girls of an unknown age, that are so tiny and shy it’s

as if they weren’t there. With dark aprons Li and La

penetrate the space in an invisible way.

LAURA, 42ish, is another story. A tall, mature woman with

prominent breasts and provocative clothes. Standing behind a

long counter she confidently says:
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